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Abstract—The coordinated tracking control for the group
motion control system based on three direct-drive double-
sided linear switched reluctance motors (LSRMs) is in-
vestigated in this paper. The system construction for the
proposed coordinated tracking system is elaborated, includ-
ing the unit system and group system design, communi-
cation configuration among unit systems, and stability and
performance analysis of the group system. The coordinated
control performance is concentrated on three identical
LSRMs with different communication topologies. Experi-
mental results demonstrate that necessary bidirectional
interactions between the unit systems contribute to the
coordination performance. The maximum dynamic tracking
error within ±0.4 mm can be achieved under the sinusoidal
reference of 30-mm amplitude and 0.2-Hz frequency.

Index Terms—Coordinated tracking, group motion con-
trol system, linear switched reluctance motor (LSRM).

I. INTRODUCTION

L INEAR translation, as one of the most common forms of
motion in the industry, can be found extensively in parts

assembly, chip manufacture, printed circuit board drilling areas,
etc. With the fast paces of smart and highly integrated control
chips, the development of intelligent coordinated operating
linear motion control systems with the capability of batch
processing, fast speed, and high precision becomes available.
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For example, an assembly gantry system with three degrees
of freedom has two or more working units. The traditional
processing procedure is that all working units operate in se-
quence. That is, the second unit is often unable to process until
the first one has finished its job. If some of the working units
are able to actuate according to the others’ information, such
as speed, position, etc., the units may operate simultaneously
and coordinately to accomplish one assembly task, and the
overall motion control system can achieve a better performance
such as the annihilation of accumulated errors with improved
efficiency.

To realize a coordinated operation, each working unit can be
connected to the main controller by wired or wireless means
to transmit its real-time working status to the others. The main
controller is responsible for the control decision of operation
from all units, receiving and dispatching all required infor-
mation for them at the same time. However, the “centralized
coordination” manner requires the main controller to possess a
fast computing and data processing capability, and it requires
the collection and exchange of information globally [1]. The
entire system collapses as the main controller fails. If system
fault occurs, such as signal transmission failure or disconnec-
tion from one or more units, the whole control system is bound
to yield performance deterioration or even malfunction [2]. In
addition, for a group motion control system with numerous
or spatially dispersed linear machines, the centralized control
mode will be too expensive to be implemented, and even if they
could be done, the resulting system is not robust or efficient [3].

Apart from the centralized mode, the distributed or decen-
tralized operation does not require any central processing con-
trollers. Any working unit can be considered as an autonomous
“multiagent,” and each unit system has its own controller, trans-
ducer, etc., which individually conforms to a typical closed-
loop linear motion control system [4]. The ultimate global
control goal can be emerged only by local communications
among the independent unit closed-loop systems with local
controllers, without requiring global supervision or decision
[5]. For example, many closed-loop systems based on linear
machines can communicate with each other through local con-
trollers, and all machines can work cooperatively to achieve one
ultimate task such as chassis welding for automobiles.

As the actuator of the linear motion control system, a direct-
drive translational machine has the advantages of a simplified
mechanical structure, high reliability, and reduced mechanical
adjustments or maintenance [6]. Among the linear machines,
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a linear switched reluctance motor (LSRM) owns a robust
and stable mechanical structure. It is more suitable for mass
production and the implementation of a distributed linear mo-
tion control system due to its simple construction and low
cost [7]. Current research mainly focuses on the performance
improvement for the single-LSRM-based control applications
[8]–[10]. In [8], a passivity-based control algorithm is proposed
for a position tracking system of the LSRM to overcome the
inherent nonlinear characteristics and render system robustness
against uncertainties and bounded disturbances. An adaptive
controller is proposed to combat the difficulties and uncertain
control behaviors of a double-sided LSRM in [9]. A nonlinear
proportional differential (PD) controller based on the tracking
differentiator is introduced for the LSRM-based real-time sus-
pension system to achieve a better dynamic response [10].

The study of a linear machine-based distributed coordinated
group motion control system has yet to be reported. The cooper-
ative control theory of dynamic systems based on the decentral-
ized manner provides a theoretical support for the coordinated
tracking of the multiple-LSRM-based group motion control
system. Previous studies on decision-making mechanism in
particle groups, such as flocking [11], swarming [12], and
schooling [13], provide a useful insight for the coordinated
control of LSRMs. The consensus algorithms for second-order
dynamics have been recently researched by Ren and Beard
[14]. The extensional algorithms for the unit of a general linear
system are further discussed by Qu et al. [15]. The coordinated
and cooperative control scheme based on the consensus algo-
rithm has been successfully applied to the formation control of
multiple vehicles [15] and flight vehicles [16]. In rendezvous
problems, the consensus algorithm is applied for all units
in a group to assemble at a certain location simultaneously
[17]. Other applications include multi-spacecraft attitude syn-
chronization and tracking [18]–[20], sensor network decision
making [21], and robot synchronization [22]. Unfortunately, the
majority of the research work discussed earlier is only focused
on theoretical analysis or mathematical simulation, based solely
on ideal assumptions such as synchronous time sampling,
unrestricted communication bandwidth, perfect information
transmission, etc.

The contribution of this paper includes the following. First,
the coordinated tracking in a decentralized manner has been
first attempted for group motion control systems based on three
independent direct-drive asymmetric double-sided LSRMs
[23]. Second, the construction of the coordinated tracking sys-
tem, including communication configuration, controller design,
etc., is further clarified, together with stability and performance
analysis. Third, four different communication topologies are
studied for the proposed group tracking control system, and the
control performance from each topology is analyzed.

II. BACKGROUND THEORY

A. Mathematical Model of the LSRM Unit System

Any one phase of the LSRM from the ith unit system can be
described in the voltage balancing equation as [10]

uik = Rik iik +
dλik

dt
, k = a, b, c (1)

Fig. 1. Communication topology graphs.

where uik , Rik , and iik are the terminal voltage, coil resistance,
and current, respectively. λik represents the flux linkage for
the kth winding. Rearranging (1) by neglecting the mutual and
leakage flux linkage, we have

diik
dt

=
uik −Rik iik − ∂λ(iik ,xi)

∂xi
· dxi

dt

∂λ(iik ,xi)
∂iik

. (2)

The mechanical representations that depict the entire motion
behavior for any unit control system can be characterized as [9]

dxi

dt
= vi (3)

dvi
dt

=
(f ∗

i −Bivi − fli)

mi
(4)

where xi, vi, Bi, mi, f ∗
i , and fli represent the position, ve-

locity, friction coefficient, mass, and electromagnetic and load
forces for the ith LSRM, respectively. Equations (3) and (4) can
be further expressed as

mi ·
d2xi

dt2
+Bi ·

dxi

dt
+ fli = f ∗

i (5)

f ∗
i can be expressed as

f ∗ (iik , xi) =
∂W ′ (iik , xi)

∂xi
(6)

where W ′ (iik , xi) denotes the coenergy.

B. Graph Theory and Communication Topology

In general, the information exchange among LSRM-based
group motion control systems can be modeled by a graph G
consisting of a nonempty finite set of nodes V = {v1, . . . , vN}
and an edge set E ⊆ V × V [24]. The node vi denotes the ith
LSRM-based unit system. An edge eij ∈ E denotes that there
is a directed information propagative flow from the jth to the ith
unit system. A neighbor set of the ith unit system is symbolized
as Ni = {vj ∈ V : eij ∈ E}. For example, the neighbors of
unit system 2 are systems 1 and 3 in Fig. 1(a). A path from node
vi to vj is a sequence of successive edges in E that connects
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Fig. 2. Position control diagram for ith unit system.

node vj to node vi. A directed graph G has a spanning tree if G
has a node to which there exists a path form every other node
[25]. For the LSRM-based unit systems, as shown in Fig. 1, the
edges of the directed graph can be represented by the directed
lines and arrows. For all the cases from Fig. 1(a)–(d), there exist
spanning trees, and the root node is system 1.

The adjacency matrix A = [aij ] ∈ RN×N associated with
graph G is defined by aij > 0 if eij ∈ E; otherwise, aij = 0,
and aii = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N . Without considering weights,
aij = 1 if eij ∈ E. The Laplacian matrix L = [lij ] ∈ RN×N is
defined as lii =

∑
i�=j aij , and lij = −aij for i �= j.

C. Coordinated Control of LSRM-Based Group System

The aforementioned graph G represents the communication
topology of the information flow among unit systems, and the
topology restricts the allowed communications between the
nodes. In addition, the communication topology can be artifi-
cially modified for the group system as necessary. Therefore,
the ultimate goal of coordinated control for the group system
is to realize position or velocity synchronization for all unit
systems based on G.

The control law for each LSRM unit system is given by
ui = ki(xi, xj), {xj |j ∈ Ni}, which relies on the position and
velocity information from itself and its neighbors in Ni, i.e.,
the output of each node depends on the specified subset of all the
nodes, of which states can be received by node i. Therefore, the
coordination of the group system can be essentially considered
as a consensus problem provided that ui(t), i = 1, . . . , N ,
limt→∞ ‖xi − xj‖ = 0 with xi,j = [xi,j , ẋi,j ]

T , which repre-
sents that the states from each unit system can achieve the
global control goal for any initial states of i, j = 1, . . . , N [26].

III. CONTROLLER DESIGN

A. Position Controller for the Unit Systems

For each unit system, the typical dual-loop control scheme is
employed, and the outer position controller with the PD algo-
rithm is applied with the control diagram illustrated in Fig. 2 in
the time domain. The operation of the outer position control
loop is based on the assumption that the current controllers
have a perfect tracking capability. Since an LSRM commonly
characterizes a highly nonlinear relationship, the linearization
scheme of the multiphase excitation combined with 2-D 27 ×

Fig. 3. (a) Converter topology and (b) block diagram for the ith unit
system.

27-matrix lookup tables is applied to combat the nonlinearities
between force with respect to current and position for each
phase [27]. The multiphase excitation of the force control loop
calculates the phase force command f ∗

k,i (k = a, b, c) from the
total force command f ∗

i derived from the position controller
[27].

∑
j∈Ni

xj represents the set of the neighbors’ position
information, and ei stands for the error sum from xj to xi or
the error sum from xj to xi plus x∗ − xi.

The PD position controller takes the form

Ci(s) = Kp,i +Kd,is (7)

where Kp,i and Kd,i are the proportional and differential gains
for the ith unit system, respectively. The whole force control
loop can be represented as a nonlinear function hi(xi, f

∗
i ) > 0

with respect to position and total force command, and Hi(s) is
the Laplace transform of hi(xi, f

∗
i ) > 0 after linearization [28].

For the current controller for either axes, three asymmetric
bridge pulse width modulation (PWM) converters are em-
ployed so that each phase can be controlled independently.
Fig. 3(a) shows the circuit of the converter for one axis [9].
According to the control block diagram in the complex domain
from Fig. 3(b), the closed-loop transfer function between posi-
tion reference Ri(s) and feedback Yi(s), neglecting load force,
can thus be represented by

H ′
i(s) =

Yi(s)

Ri(s)

=
(Kp,i +Kd,is) ·Hi(s) · Ks,i

mis2+Bis

1 + (Kp,i +Kd,is) ·Hi(s) · Ks,i

mis2+Bis

=
Ks,i ·Hi · (Kp,i +Kd,is)

mis2 + (Bi +Kd,iKs,iHi)s+Kp,iKs,iHi
(8)

where Ks,i is the system gain.
∑

j∈Ni
Rj(s) is the Laplace

transform of
∑

j∈Ni
xj . For the current controller for either

axes, three asymmetric bridge PWM converters are employed
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so that high dynamic response can be enjoyed independently in
each motor phase. The following figure shows the circuit of the
converter for one axis.

B. Coordinated Control Design

Rearranging (5) in the state-space form, we have

[
ẋi

ẍi

]
=

[
0 1

0 −Bi

mi

] [
xi

ẋi

]
+

[
0
1
mi

]
ui (9)

where ui = f ∗
i − fli.

The consensus algorithm for the general second-order linear
system is applied to design the coordinated control law [29] for
the proposed group motion control system. It is formulated as

ui=−c

N∑
j=1

aij [Kp,i(xj(t)−xi(t))+Kd,i(ẋj(t)−ẋi(t))] (10)

where c is the coupled scalar feedback gain and aij is the entry
of adjacency matrix A associated with graph G. The velocity
feedback terms (ẋi(t) and ẋj(t)) are obtained by the differential
of position (xi(t) and xj(t)) from the position control loop. The
dynamic equation for the ith LSRM unit system can thus be
represented as

[
ẋi

ẍi

]
=

[
0 1

0 −Bi

mi

][
xi

ẋi

]
−c

N∑
j=1

aij

[
0
1
mi

]
[Kp,i Kd,i]

[
xj(t)−xi(t)
ẋj(t)−ẋi(t)

]
.

(11)
The dynamic equation for the multiple-LSRM unit system

can thus be derived as

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ẋ1

ẍ1

...
ẋN

ẍN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

{
IN ⊗

[
0 1

0 −Bi

mi

]
−cL⊗

[
0
1
mi

]
[Kp,i Kd,i]

}
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

x1

ẋ1

...
xN

ẋN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(12)

where IN is the N th identity matrix and L is the Laplacian
matrix. Let

x = [x1, ẋ1, . . . , xN , ẋN ]T

Ai =

[
0 1

0 −Bi

mi

]

Bi =

[
0
1
mi

]

Ki = [Kp,i Kd,i].

Since all the LSRM unit systems are identical, the subscripts
for Ai,Bi,Ki can be neglected. Therefore, the above equation
is represented as

ẋ = (IN ⊗A− cL⊗BK)x. (13)

C. Stability Analysis

To analyze the stability for the LSRM unit system as rep-
resented in (11) and the group system in (13), the following
lemma is employed to prove Theorem 1.

Lemma 1: When graph G contains a spanning tree, the
eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix L(G) can be satisfied as
λ1 = 0, and Re(λi) > 0, i = 2, . . . , N [14].

Theorem 1: Group system (13) is asymptotically stable if
and only if all the matrices

A and A− cλiBK, i = 2, . . . , N (14)

are Hurwitz.
Proof: When directed graph G contains a spanning tree,

the nonsingular matrix M can be obtained such that the Jordan
form J of the Laplacian matrix of G can be calculated by
L(G) = M−1JM . According to Lemma 1, the form of J
satisfies

J =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 . . . 0
0 J(λ2) . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . J(λN )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (15)

J(λi) are the Jordan blocks associated with λi, i = 2, . . . , N .
The similarity transformation of the matrix IN ⊗A− cL⊗
BK is a block triangular matrix as

(M−1 ⊗ Im)(IN ⊗A− cL⊗BK)(M ⊗ Im)

= (IN ⊗A− cJ ⊗BK). (16)

The above deduction indicates that the group system matrix
IN ⊗A− cL⊗BK is equivalent to the following:

diag{A,A− cλ2BK, . . . ,A− cλNBK}. (17)

Since a state-space transformation does not change the eigen-
values, IN ⊗A− cJ ⊗BK is Hurwitz if and only if A−
cλiBK, i = 2, . . . , N and A are Hurwitz. Similarly, the
asymptotical stability of system (13) can be guaranteed. This
proves Theorem 1. �

By Lemma 1, on the premise that all unit systems in accor-
dance to the matrix pair (A,B) are stabilizable, if the graph
has a spanning tree with the leader as the root node, system
(13) can be guaranteed to be stable with a proper selection of
both c and K to satisfy condition (14). In addition, the selection
of both c and K must conform to a specified graph topology.
Simultaneously, Theorem 1 also implies that a control law K
stabilizing the single LSRM may fail to stabilize the group
system (13). The method of determining c and K is provided
in [26].

Remark of Scope of Stability: From the aforementioned
deduction, on the premise that 1) there is a spanning tree [14] in
graphG and 2) if and only if A andA− cλiBK , i = 2, . . . , N
is Hurwitz stable, i.e., the real parts of the eigenvalues of A and
A+ cλiBK are strictly negative (λi, i = 2, . . . , N represents
the nonzero eigenvalues of Laplacian matrix L of G), then the
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group system (13) is stable. Im is the mth identity matrix, and
m stands for the dimension of the system states from an LSRM.

D. Performance Analysis

For analyzing the converging speed of the group system (13),
the following lemma is introduced.

Lemma 2: Let λi, i = 1, . . . , N, μj and γj , j = 1, . . . ,m be
the eigenvalues of L, BK and A, respectively, corresponding
to the eigenvectors νi, i = 1, . . . , N, υj and ϑj , j = 1, . . . ,m.
Then, ηk = γj − cλiμj , k = 1, . . . ,mN are the eigenvalues
associated with the eigenvectors ϕk = νi ⊗ υjϑj of the state
matrix of the group system (13).

Proof: 1) According to the property of the Kronecker
product, γj · 1N and λi · μj are the eigenvalues of IN ⊗A,
L⊗BK , respectively. Obviously, γj − cλiμj , i = 1, . . . ,
N , j = 1, . . . ,m are the eigenvalues of the group system (13)
in accordance with the property of the square matrix. 2) Let
νi ⊗ υjϑj be multiplied by the state matrix of (13), and the
following derivation can be given as:

(IN ⊗A− cL⊗BK)(νi ⊗ υjϑj)

= (IN ⊗A)(νi ⊗ υjϑj)− (cL⊗BK)(νi ⊗ υjϑj)

= INνi ⊗Aϑjυj − cLνi ⊗BK(υjϑj)

= νi ⊗ γjϑjυj − cλiνi ⊗ μjυjϑj

= (γj − cλiμj)(νi ⊗ υjϑj). (18)

Lemma 2 is proved. �
Let Φ = [ϕ1 ϕ2 · · · ϕmN ] be the matrix consisting of the

normalized eigenvectors ϕk = νi ⊗ υjϑj of IN ⊗A− cL⊗
BK , corresponding to its eigenvalues ηk = γj − cλiμj , k =
1, . . . ,mN . The solution of the group system (13), initialized
from x(0), can be given in accordance with Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2 from the following:

x(t)= e(IN⊗A−cL⊗BK)tx(0)

= eΦΛΦ−1tx(0)

= ΦeΛtΦ−1x(0)

= Φ

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
eΛ(γj)t 0 · · · 0

0 eΛ(γj−cλ2μj)t · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 0 eΛ(γj−cλNμj)t

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦Φ−1x(0).

(19)

We can distinctly discern that the eigenvalue which has the
minimum absolute value of the real part decides the converging
speed of system (13) under the premise that the real parts of all
eigenvalues γj − cλiμj are negative. Since the first eigenvalue
of L satisfies λ1 = 0, min(|Re(γj − cλiμj)|) is equivalent to
min(|Re(γj)|).

Therefore, we can obtain the conclusion that the state matrix
A of the LSRM determines the converging speed of the group
system (13). In addition, the bigger the value of min(|Re(γj)|),
the faster the converging speed that the system (13) possesses.

Fig. 4. (a) LSRM structure (to correspond a, b, c representation of
phase), (b) unit control system, and (c) control structure of the group
system .

IV. SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION

The control objects are three identical LSRMs that con-
form to the “6/4” switched reluctance machine structure. A
double-sided machine arrangement guarantees a more stable
and reliable output performance [9], and the asymmetry of the
stators ensures a higher force-to-volume ratio [23], as shown in
Fig. 4(a). The stator base comprises six stators with windings,
and each phase is magnetically decoupled. The silicon-steel
plates are stacked and fixed into the moving platform, and a
pair of linear guides is employed to facilitate the linear motion
of the moving platform. A linear magnetic encoder with the
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TABLE I
MAJOR SPECIFICATIONS

TABLE II
CONTROLLER GAINS

resolution of 1 μm is mounted onto the stator base for real-time
position information collection. Table I demonstrates the major
specifications of the machine.

The controllers are three dSPACE1104 control boards with
onboard 250-MHz floating-point processors. Each control plat-
form consists of two 24-b incremental encoder channels and six
channels of 12-b analog input and output, respectively. The se-
rial port interface is employed for the communication between
the LSRM unit systems. The control card can directly interface
with Real-Time Workshop and MATLAB/SIMULINK, and
control parameters can be modified online.

Each closed-loop unit position control system mainly in-
cludes the LSRM, the power supply with transformers, and the
dSPACE interface, as shown in Fig. 4(b). For each unit system,
the sampling rate for the outer position control is 0.25 kHz, and
the current loop is regulated by three commercial amplifiers that
are capable of inner current control with a 20-kHz switching
frequency based on the proportion integral algorithm. The
switching frequency from the inner current loop is fast enough
for position loop regulation after the current regulation has been
completely settled.

Communication between unit systems is realized by the
serial port with RS232 protocol. The baud rate is 57 600 with
the data and stop bit set as 8 and 1, respectively. According to
Fig. 1 of the communication topology of the three unit systems,
the overall control structure of the group system can be repre-
sented as shown in Fig. 4(c). “External signals” represent the
neighbors’ position information and also the reference signal
for unit system 1. “Internal signals” are the position information
within the unit systems.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table II tabulates the proportion and differential gains ac-
cording to the constraints depicted in [26]. It can be verified by
the stability analysis that all the parameters from Table II fall
into the scope of stability for all of the aforementioned graph
topologies depicted in Fig. 1. The proportional and differential

Fig. 5. Dynamic response of (a) position and (b) error of graph 1©.

gains are the same for all LSRMs, and the gains are regulated
based on trial and error experimentally [27].

The graphs are denoted by ©1 –©4 , respectively. To fully
inspect the dynamic responses from the different topologies,
the position reference signal is set as the sinusoidal waveform
with an amplitude of 30 mm and a frequency of 0.2 Hz. The
reference signal is generated by an external signal generator,
and it is collected by the analog-to-digital channel of the control
platform of unit system 1. After unit system 1 enters the
steady state, the coordination control algorithm starts at 0.25 s.
According to graphs ©1 –©4 , unit system 1 is the root node of
the communication topology. It is clear that unit system 1 is
strongly led by the reference signal, and its performance is not
affected by unit system 2 or 3. Therefore, the tracking of unit
system 1 is similar to a single-LSRM control problem, and unit
system 1 also acts as an interface to the external reference signal
for the entire group system.

Figs. 5(a)–8(a) illustrate the dynamic tracking profiles from
graphs ©1 –©4 , and Figs. 5(b)–8(b) are the dynamic error re-
sponse waveforms, respectively. In graph ©1 , the dynamic error
profiles from the reference of the LSRM 1 to other LSRM 2
and LSRM 3 (error12, error13) are not identical, and the max-
imum error between the two LSRMs (error23) is falling into
±1 mm. These results demonstrate that there exist measured
disparities between the two sensors of the unit systems since
the state of unit system 1 is dispatched to the two unit systems
simultaneously. From graph ©2 , there is no communication link
between unit systems 1 and 3. The state of unit system 1 is
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Fig. 6. Dynamic response of (a) position and (b) error of graph 2©.

transmitted to unit system 2, and its state is sent to unit system 3.
Unit systems 2 and 3 communicate with each other for the
current status of their own. Therefore, the tracking performance
between the two LSRMs is ensured, and the maximum error is
falling into ±0.4 mm. However, the graph cannot improve the
tracking performance either from unit system 1 to unit system 2
or from unit system 1 to system 3. The nearly overlapped
profiles of Fig. 6(a) prove the effective information flow from
unit system 2 to unit system 3, so each system can track the ref-
erence signal individually with considerate dynamic errors. The
topology in graph ©3 guarantees the state information flow from
unit system 1 to unit systems 2 and 3. Due to the unidirectional
information exchange of unit systems, the dynamic error values
between the two LSRMs are not as small as that from graph ©2 ,
and the maximum error falls into ±0.9 mm. In addition, the per-
formance of each LSRM between unit system 1 can be ensured,
and the error values are smaller when compared to the results
from graph ©2 . This is because the tracking performance from
unit system 1 to unit system 2 is not influenced by system 3.
In graph ©4 , there is no interaction between unit systems, and
the tracking performance between the two LSRMs is the worst
among all the topologies. In addition, the dynamic response
from the reference to each unit system is not uniform since the
state information of unit system 1 is dispatched to each unit
system with measured errors at the same time.

For a clear illustration, the dynamic error response wave-
forms between LSRM 2 and LSRM 3 are drawn together as
shown in Fig. 9(a). The tracking performance between the two

Fig. 7. Dynamic response of (a) position and (b) error of graph 3©.

unit systems is the best for graph ©2 , and the topology of ©3 is
second to the best. The following conclusion can be derived
from the aforementioned analysis. First, it can be deluded
that bidirectional interaction between the two unit systems is
advantageous to the coordination performance rather than a uni-
directional way. Second, the interaction between unit systems 2
and 3 is bound to improve the coordination performance, while
the communication path can also affect the tracking perfor-
mance from the reference to each individual system. Third,
redundant communication paths are not necessary to realize
a better coordination control performance. In addition, the
two dispatched signals from unit system 1 to the other unit
systems may lead to signal disparity and conflict to each unit
system [31].

The experiment toward a bidirectional, complete graph topol-
ogy is carried out. In this topology, each LSRM can commu-
nicate with the other two LSRMs, capable of receiving and
dispatching information at the same time. At the time interval
of (0, 2 s), the dynamic error between any two machines falls
into ±2 mm, as shown in Fig. 9(b). This is mainly because
the bidirectional communication results in more accumulated
measured disparities and the tracking performance between any
two machines is even worse, compared to the results in graph
©1 . At the time of 2.4 s, the communication link between
unit systems 1 and 3 is cut off. It is clear from Fig. 9(b) that
the tracking performance is similar to but a little worse than
the case of graph ©2 , due to the bidirectional link between
unit systems 1 and 2. At the time of 7.5 s, the link between
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Fig. 8. Dynamic response of (a) position and (b) error of graph 4©.

unit systems 2 and 3 is further broken. It can be seen that
the reference signal for LSRM 3 becomes zero after some
transient regulations, and LSRM 3 stops at the zero position.
Fig. 9(c) shows the steady-state position response profiles as
three LSRMs receive the reference signal simultaneously. It
is clear that the maximum dynamic error values all fall into
±2.5 mm since all three LSRMs are strongly led by the ref-
erence independently. It can be concluded that the individual
tracking and coordinated tracking are coupled. Furthermore,
the individual tracking control effect with redundant reference
signals acts as an external disturbance to the coordinated control
effect with bidirectional communication. Fig. 9(d) shows the
steady-state position response profiles under the load of 10%
of mass of the moving platform imposed on unit system 2
with bidirectional communication. It is clear that the dynamic
response from either two unit systems deteriorates. The relative
error from unit systems 1 and 2 is worse, which may be caused
by two disturbances from the reference signal and the load
simultaneously.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The attempt for the coordinated tracking of the three direct-
drive LSRM-based group motion control system is first pro-
posed in this paper. The design and control procedure for the
coordinated tracking of the three-LSRM-based unit systems is
elaborated. It can be found that the graph topology possessing
a bidirectional communication between unit systems guaran-

Fig. 9. Dynamic response for (a) different graphs, (b) failure simulation,
(c) all unit systems receiving reference, and (d) load on unit system 2.

tees an improved coordinated tracking performance; however,
redundant interaction paths to the reference are actually not a
necessity for further coordination performance improvement.
In addition, although the tracking performance of unit system 1
influences the control performance of the entire group system,
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there are some other important factors such as package dropouts
or delays, communication manners, etc., that affect the coordi-
nation performance of the group system. Furthermore, there is
a lack of any closed control scheme for the entire group system
globally since the state information from unit systems 2 and 3
does not provide feedback to the group system. Therefore,
global closed-loop control strategies should be considered for
the further improvement of the coordinated controlperformance.

Due to hardware limitations, the coordination control is
based on three unit systems and three dSPACE control plat-
forms. Future research will focus on the implementation of the
proposed algorithm on three digital single-chip processors to
further improve the group motion control performance, partic-
ularly on the annihilation of communication delays among unit
systems. In addition, the detailed employment of closed and
advanced group motion tracking control methods is the next
work, and it is out of the scope of this paper. Furthermore, a
detailed study on load influence for different unit systems will
be carried out.

The ultimate goal of the implementation and study of
multiple-LSRM-based group motion systems is to suggest that
linear machines act as working units in manufacture and assem-
bly lines to take advantage of the merits of linear machines. In
addition, the realization of a cooperative behavior for multiple
linear machines is expected to gradually replace the traditional
sequenced working manner in the advanced manufacture or
assembly industry.
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